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Dear Dr. E. Erwin,

Thank you very much for completing a review of the manuscript BMS-CSENG-2020-HT41-807-11. We appreciate your taking out your precious time and providing
input as a reviewer and hope to have successful collaborations in future as well.

Peer Reviewing is an integral part of scientific publishing without which there would be no check on the quality of publications. By carrying out this activity for our
Journals you have continued this hallowed tradition! It would be our pleasure to upload your details on the Journal's website if you give us permission.

In addition, with this email, we would also like to invite you to join our "Review Panel" to avail the many benefits that we offer our reviewers. If you accept, then
please provide us your complete CV, with the list and relevant links (if possible, of your scopus/orcid id/Pubmed Link/personal/University profile link) of publications
(if not provided earlier) so we could upload your biography on our Journal's website. In case you are already a part of our Editorial Board then these details are not
required. We also request you to kindly provide the most specific keywords/areas of your expertise so that only the most relevant articles, could be sent to you for
your review, in the future.

We strongly recommend our reviewers to create their profile on "Publons" ( if not already done) which allows them to add reviews, performed by them, to a public
profile (with the privacy settings of their choice) and have these verified. These can then be used in their promotions, recognition, rewards and funding applications.
Please click here to register on Publons as a reviewer. If you already have your profile registered on Publons as a reviewer, please click here to add reviews
performed for partnered journals.

We look forward to working with you again in future.

Best Regards,

Editorial Office

Bentham Science Publishers
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